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...for generations to come
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Leaving a Lifeline...
The power of a legacy—to impact generations to come
Growing up in New Zealand, Murray Kendon became a Christian
when he was 16 years old. He soon had a passion to share the truth
of life in Christ and became a dedicated speaker. When war loomed
heavy on the horizon, Murray was called up to train as a pilot.
He later wrote down his thoughts: “How come thousands of planes
can be found to kill and destroy, and only a handful to spread God’s
amazing offer of free forgiveness and eternal life in glory?”
Out of this vision God birthed Mission Aviation Fellowship.
Almost 70 years after he fanned the dream of MAF into reality, the
founder of Mission Aviation Fellowship took his earthly rest.
But the wonderful thing about Murray’s story is that it doesn’t end there. Murray left a legacy
that continues long after he himself moved on. Each day literally thousands of lives are
impacted and changed.

Today, one in ten MAF flights worldwide are made possible by gifts in Wills.
Legacies left in Wills are a very important part of keeping MAF flying. We are so grateful to all
those who choose to remember MAF in this special way. Large or small, each gift is valuable
and will help change lives for the better.

...beyond Your Lifetime
Why prepare a Will?
Everyone over the age of 18 should have a Will and keep it updated with any change of
circumstances (e.g. marriage or children). A Will is easy to prepare and ensures that the
people and things that matter most to you are taken care of if something happens to you.
A Will sets out your wishes so nothing is left to chance. Importantly, you can also name
guardians to look after your children.

What happens if you don’t have a Will?
If you die without a Will your loved ones won’t know what your intentions are. The law will
determine how your estate is divided and how your loved ones are looked after—this could
be very different to what you want.

Why leave a legacy to MAF?
*The MAF ministry has been in place for over 70 years.
We are a deeply-rooted and well-established organisation,
so your legacy is in safe and reputable hands.
*Our top priority is the careful and prudent use of funds.
We only allocate money to areas and programmes where
we can achieve the most impact.

Some of the New Zealand staff currently serving overseas
who are passionate about missions and aviation.

*It is estimated that the ministry of MAF delivers
transformational support to over 1 million of the world’s
poorest and most isolated people each year.

By remembering MAF in your Will, you too can provide a “lifeline beyond
your lifetime” to those who really need it. Your legacy is a promise of a
better life to the isolated people who MAF serve every day
How to leave a Will
The first step should always be to see your Solicitor or a Trustee Corporation
who will advise on how best to prepare your Will. Fees for the service when
charged are usually quite low.
You will need to include the full name of MAF;
”Mission Aviation Fellowship of NZ, Inc.” and our Charity Number: CC36076.

Your Will is personal and we respect your privacy.
Your gift will be used carefully and effectively so that it can change and
transform as many lives as possible.
You have the absolute right to change your mind at any time.
If you do choose to tell us, we will keep your decision confidential.
Completing the coupon below will allow us to acknowledge your gift and thank you.

Please contact us with any questions:
Free phone 0800 87 85 88
Email
info@maf.org.nz
Website
www.maf.org.nz

